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very very upset re the 373 bus service . It makes it extremely difficult to get to
Circular Quay and I now have to walk a few bus stops to get there which is very
inconvenient. Also the buses hardly run at times i need to get there
Also I used to use my opal card pensioner one to travel to Randwick for shopping
as taking my car means 20mins extra tiime to find parking and bus trip was
quicker
and more convenient
the 373 and 372 now run at peak hours only and hardly during the day or weekends
which means I often have to use my car which is costly on petrol and hard to park
anywhere in sydney
The few times i have bussed it to Randwick from Coogee I had to wait for ages for a
bus home with shopping and there was no timetable up at Randwick bus stop to let
me know when the next bus was coming
There was also no new timetable up at Cnr Carr and Byron St where I live so I never
know how long I have to wait for a bus. very very annoying
We could at least have new timetable printed and available so we know when the next bus is coming
Living in Coogee since 1989 the bus service has been one of the main advantages
of living there. I have a bus stop across the rd from where I live
Both sides of the road

So I could access Randwick shopping centre,,,Central Station,, Circular Quay and
Bondi Junction by bus very easily and Coogee Beach
Since the bus cuts recently I am forced to use my car or wait for long periods for buses
Also the value of my home has fallen as bus transport adds value to where I live
and is a selling point NO LONGER
Please re instate buses that were cut as many people ar upset including the

elderly and school children, In particular the 373 and 372 services
The tram service takes longer to get to the city and does not stop at many places the buses do
1000s of people are inconvenienced by your bus cuts and we will vote at the next election to show
how we feel
Listen to the people and reinstate all bus cuts which worked so well for the last 30 years and any
changes only upset and inconvenience the public
I am very angry and so are 1000s of other people

